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Eight Foundations of a Fun Game  
Joel Bennett 

 

Introduction 
 

 

Origins of the Theory of Fun 
 
While taking a Computer Science degree at the University of Lethbridge (Alberta, 
Canada), I had the privilege of hearing Sebastian Hanlon, an employee of Bioware Corp. 
speak.  There was one particular remark that he said that got me thinking: You can’t 
simply put “fun” in a design document.  Perhaps it was my argumentative nature, but I 
thought to disagree.  After thinking a bit more about it, I was able to think of a few basic 
things (for lack of a better word) that are present in most games.  These “things” – or 
basic desires, make up the substance of the gameplay of a game.  Without fulfilling any 
underlying desires, the game is no fun.  So what are these desires?  Read on. 
 
 

The Desires 
 

Competition/Challenge 
 
The first, most prominent desire that stood out to me is the desire to compete, or to 
challenge.  The basic desire of the player is to compete or challenge against something – 
whether it be another player, time, a hi-score, or him/herself.  This is the basis behind 
many of the computer gaming festivals, such as QuakeCon.  It provides the players with 
a place to compete with each other.   
 
Part of the underlying desire for this is that the player wants to achieve something 
(more on this later).  It also involves the player possibly seeking money, fame, or glory of 
peers.  As simple as it may seem, hi-score tables on arcade machines are an example of 
this.  Players who garner the highest scores are able to display their scores to others, 
which in turn issues a challenge for others to beat.  Speed runs (completing a game as 
fast as possible, with evidence of doing so, such as a video) also fall into this category.  
Part of the fun of performing speed runs is to have the fame of completing a game as 
fast as possible (which, in itself may or may not be a challenge), while competing against 
others who are also attempting to beat the given game in the shortest time possible. 
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Desire to Achieve 
 
In many instances, game players want to have a sense of achievement.  They want to be 
able to say they have achieved something – whether it is a new high score, a special 
ranking, or to witness the final cinematic of a game.  Without the sense of achievement, 
a player may feel cheated of time spent playing the game.  With an achievement, the 
player feels satisfaction during, or after playing the game.  This achievement can come 
in a variety of ways – socially, emotionally, or even statistically. 
 
A particular real world example of this is the Xbox 360 Gamerscore.  So-called 
“Achievements” are given for meeting in-game challenges.  These often vary in value 
according to the difficulty and of the challenge.  Players are able to view what each 
challenge takes, and are able to view past achievements.  In some respects, it is similar 
to a trophy room – a place to admire past “work”. 
 
Achievements can also be taken in the form of a new character level, a new high score, 
or hearing an advancement in the story of a Role Playing Game.  (It may also be worth 
noting that this ties into the concept of competition and challenge – an achievement is 
fulfilling a challenge, as previously talked about).  This is particular evident at the end of 
a game (whether it be an online multiplayer First Person Shooter match or the end of a 
40+ hour RPG).  More often than not, if the player feels that they have achieved nothing 
by playing the game they will not continue to play, and the game is no longer fun.  
Replay value is also severely affected if the player feels cheated of the time they spent 
playing the game.  If they do feel like they have achieved something, they will continue 
to play, or potentially play through the game at a later date.  This is may be one of the 
reasons why people are willing to spend countless hours level-grinding a character in an 
RPG – because they feel reaching the next character level is an achievement.  To 
someone who sees level grinding as a reward-less waste of time, the game would not 
appear to be fun. 
 
It is worth noting at this point that all players do not always have the same level of 
desire to achieve.  Take for example, playing a round of Unreal Tournament after a long 
day of work.  The game is designed to be a competitive experience, but the player may 
just wish to play for the sake of vegetating.  At this point all the player may desire to 
achieve is a state of relaxation, and to forget a day of drudgery at work or school. 
 
 
Challenge/Reward 
 
The previous two examples of competition/challenge and the desire to achieve are 
closely tied to the challenge/reward concept.  As a player meets challenges, they are 
rewarded.  Rewards can come after a few seconds of game play (such as a new graphical 
effect) or after hours of game play (such as a character levelling up or a new cinematic).  
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The frequency and type of reward depends greatly on the style of gameplay.  If a player 
isn’t rewarded in one way or another, they may stop playing the game.   
 
 
Learning/Displaying Knowledge/Mastering a “Skill” 
 
To some, learning is fun.  (It’s the delivery and way of learning that can make a huge 
difference here!)  To others, displaying knowledge is fun, whether it be spouting off 
random facts for conversation’s sake at a party, or acquiring new knowledge about a 
particular subject of interest.  Learning is often associated with school, which is often 
associated with thick textbooks, “boring” science videos, and monotone instructors.  
The reality is quite different – several games have been built around this.  A budding 
“Edutainment” industry is proof. 
 
One particular class of games stands out in this category – trivia games, such as “You 
Don’t Know Jack” and “Who wants to be a millionaire” (as well as other TV show based 
trivia games).  They require the player to display knowledge of random facts, trivia, and 
common knowledge by choosing the correct answer to a question.  By displaying a 
correct knowledge of the subject, the player is rewarded.  (To lessen the blow of an 
incorrect answer, a comedic response is often used.  This way the player does not feel 
alienated and outcast because of a lack of knowledge). 
 
It is important to see the underlying concept – learning, and displaying knowledge. 
 
It is also worth pointing out that this concept – learning and displaying knowledge is 
used in many other genres.  In a multiplayer first person shooter, a player slowly gains 
knowledge of the best map positions and weapons.  In an RPG a player learns monsters 
and their weaknesses.  The concept of learning and displaying knowledge isn’t the 
fundamental concept behind the gameplay, but it does enhance the value of what is 
already there. 
 
Another noteworthy example in this category is that of BrainAge (for the Nintendo DS).  
BrainAge requires players to answer questions and perform tasks - ranging from physical 
exercises on a touch screen to quickly answering mathematical questions.  Despite the 
stigma against educational games, BrainAge has gone on to sell millions of units. 

 
 
Social Interactions 
 
The concept of social interaction for entertainment purposes has been around 
throughout the ages.  Bringing such interactive experiences to the electronic medium 
was and has only been a question of time.   
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In this basic desire, players receive satisfaction from interactions between characters 
(whether controlled by other humans or by the computer).  These sorts of interactions 
often result in the formation of relationships, and some sort of emotional attachment to 
characters in the game.  It is through these continued or changing relationships and 
interactions that a player experiences a sense of satisfaction.  Feelings of acceptance, 
friendship and companionship give the player that sense of satisfaction.   
 
The prime example in this basic desire is the Sims series of video games.  Players control 
the life of an avatar (or avatars) and their interactions with their surroundings and other 
avatars.  In some sense, goals are set for the player (such as getting married and having 
offspring) but the player is still allowed to do what he or she pleases.  Satisfaction is 
gained by viewing or controlling the life and social interactions of an avatar. 
 
Another example worth noting is that of guilds in MMOs (Massively Multiplayer Online 
games).  A sense of companionship and belonging is given to members of a guild.  Social 
interactions within the group are generally not the sole form of entertainment, but 
provide relief and contrast from other activities that the game provides. 
 
In some cases, this basic desire is achieved in opposite of what is normally expected – a 
player may receive satisfaction from being rejected by a group or receive satisfaction 
from performing social acts which are against the norm.  This may explain some of the 
behaviour of “greifers” – players in online games who play the game not for the 
satisfaction of playing the game, but gains satisfaction by causing “grief” in other 
players.  
 
 
Emotional Fulfillment 
 
Emotional fulfillment stems from the basic desire to feel different emotions.  These 
emotions can include (but are certainly not limited to) fear, hate, anger, love, boredom, 
anxiousness, disgust, and humour.  In striving for emotional fulfilment, the player plays 
the game with the intent of experiencing some sort of emotional response from playing 
the game.  Although not generally the sole means of gameplay, the added attraction of 
emotions can assist in immersing the player further into an already immersive game.  
This can vary greatly between genres. 
 
One particularly common and very powerful way emotional fulfillment is used is 
through storytelling.  A story is often used to evoke an emotional response from a 
player.  This can be especially powerful when pulling together the end of a story in a 
game.  There are few things arguably as powerful as a strong story with a large amount 
of emotional “pull”.  The player feels he or she is having fun when they are able to feel 
the emotions that the game portrays. 
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Build/Create 
 
The desire to build or create has been the basis for numerous games.  In this type of 
scenario, the player feels satisfaction through building or constructing something.  One 
of the most obvious examples of this would be the SimCity series of games (and, to a 
certain extend, the Sims series as well).  In the SimCity series, the player is able to build 
up an entire city, and feels satisfaction in seeing the growth of the city.  Part of the 
sense of satisfaction comes through seeing the visible progress of a player’s “work”. 
 
This can also be extended into other genres.  Actions such as building up inventory items 
in a role playing game, or creating arsenals and amassing units in a real-time strategy 
game could be seen as an extension of the desire to build or create.  Often there is an 
ulterior motive for doing so, but it can still be seen as an extension of the desire to build 
or create. 
 
 
Self Expression 
 
The desire to express one’s self can be shown in a myriad of different ways.  Some 
entire “games” are built around this very subject, such as Mario Paint, or the more 
recent Nintendo DS Jam Sessions game.  In instances such as these, the player 
experiences satisfaction from expressing his or her feelings, emotions, or character.  
Other examples also include customization of characters and logos, which allow the 
player to be uniquely distinguished from the masses.  This desire closely relates to the 
desire of building and creating, as well as the desire for social interactions (if the 
gameplay allows). 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
As we can see, there are various concepts of games that can be considered to be fun.  
These range from competitions, to achieving desires, to being emotionally and socially 
fulfilled.  It is my challenge to you game developers, programmers, and designers, to 
take one or more of these concepts, build basic gameplay around it, and create a game 
which you, and hopefully others, will consider to be fun.  By ensuring that the concept 
of the game is fun, and by building a solid foundation of gameplay on top of that 
concept, the end result should be a “fun” game. 


